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Happiness is not just a pleasurable experience to pursue as a goal, as hedonism 
prescribed. Human development does not simply mean health, formal education, 
and economic growth, as the UNDP’s index suggests. This paper proposes a new 
definition of  ‘human development’: an increase in individual human skills that in-
teract with the social and economic context in order to enable people to be the 
agents of  their own lives, and then happy because satisfied with themselves. The he-
donistic happiness-as-a-goal and this happiness-as-a-process are thus distinguished 
as two pathways to happiness with different properties and implications. The paper 
finally argues that while degrowth, as advocated for ecological reasons, may dam-
age human development, policies for individual human development can encourage 
ecological behaviour.
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1. Introduction

The word ‘happiness’ has changed meaning throughout history, from 
‘good fortune’ in ancient times to a desirable achievement that modern 
people wish to pursue (McMahon 2006). Economics usually interprets 
‘happiness’ as the outcome of  individual’s choices and behaviours, i.e. ex-
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perienced utility, which can be obtained in exchange for goods and working 
time. The recent subfield of  Happiness Economics suggests that happiness, 
measured as a state of  mind or as life satisfaction, is a better reference than 
GDP for policy purposes.

Happiness thus appears as a most desirable outcome. However, this 
perspective can be challenged by the simple thought experiment proposed 
by the philosopher Robert Nozick:

Suppose there were an experience machine that would give you any experience 
you desired […]. All the time you would be floating in a tank, with electrodes at-
tached to your brain […]. Of  course, while in the tank you won’t know that you’re 
there; you’ll think that it’s all actually happening […]. Would you plug in? (Nozick 
1974: 42-43; italics added).

Nozick suggests that most of  us would not. Indeed:

We want to do the actions […and] thinking we’ve done them. We want to be 
a certain way, to be a certain sort of  person […]. Perhaps what we desire is to live 
(an active verb) ourselves, in contact with reality (Nozick 1974: 43-45).

This thought experiment makes it clear that most people prefer to have 
a life as a process in which they feel to have agency, even if  such a life is not 
as happy as they wish. Happiness as an outcome is thus not what people 
necessarily prefer. Even the description of  happiness in the surveys using 
the Cantril ladder that fixes the top step at “the best possible life for you” 
does not seem complete, because people’s agency is ignored.1

Nevertheless, exercising agency may be not pleasurable. This is clearly 
illustrated by Amartya Sen with a nice example.

You are enjoying eating a sandwich […] sitting on the bank of  the river Avon. 
Meanwhile, […] a man who cannot swim is drowning […] right in front of  you. 
[…Y]ou decide to save him […]. You will chuck your sandwich, jump into the cold 
river, and haul the man out […]. You may, of  course, enjoy saving a life, and a part 
of  your well-being may certainly influenced by the opportunity to do good (Sen 
1985A: 206).

In this example, Sen shows how a person gives up the pleasure of  eating 
the sandwich, and chooses “to do good”, i.e. she enjoys “agency freedom” 

1 The complete description in the survey question is the following: “Please imagine a 
ladder with steps numbered from zero at the bottom to 10 at the top. The top of  the ladder 
represents the best possible life for you and the bottom of  the ladder represents the worst pos-
sible life for you. On which step of  the ladder would you say you personally feel you stand at 
this time?” (Cantril 1965).
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(Sen 1985A: 203). However, even if  the person bothers to jump in the cold 
river, Sen recognises that “doing good may make the person contented and 
fulfilled” (Sen 1993: 36). An important distinction thus emerges between 
the pursuit of  pleasure, such as spending some money and time to enjoy 
the sandwich, and the achievement of  contentment as consequence of  pur-
suing agency. But Sen does not explore further this distinction.

Nozick’s case of  preferring to do not plug in the experience machine, 
and Sen’s case of  preferring “to do good” suggest that what makes people’s 
live ‘happy’, whatever the exact meaning of  this word, is unclear, in particu-
lar, for the economists. It is not immediately helpful assuming that people 
maximise utility, and that income and consumption automatically provide 
the necessary means for happiness. More structure in the analysis is needed.

To this end, we introduce the concept of  ‘human development’, as both 
an outcome of  people’s choices, and pathway for their ‘happiness’. More 
precisely, we advance and discuss the hypotheses (i) that pursuing agency 
under changing social and economic conditions is a typically human pro-
cess, which will be called individual human development, and (ii) that this pro-
cess is an alternative pathway to ‘happiness’ with respect to the pursuit of  
pleasure, which will be called happiness-as-a-goal. Attention will be paid on 
the properties of  these two pathways to achieve ‘happiness’, and on their 
implications, while the possible difference of  how happiness is subjectively 
felt will remain unexplored.

An implication of  these hypotheses is that economics can extend the 
field of  inquiry by exploring how people’s choices end up changing their 
identity, and hence their preferences. The research in the capability ap-
proach and in human development may also find it useful to consider this 
micro-dynamics.

The last part of  the paper is devoted to explore some interesting links 
with economic growth. Namely, while happiness-as-a-goal is expected to 
increase with economic growth, it is not clear whether ‘individual human 
development’ should go with economic growth. And if  not: how does in-
dividual human development relate to economic degrowth? This question 
is interesting if  one acknowledges that economic growth involves environ-
mental problems because it consumes natural resources which are limited.

The organisation of  the paper is as follows. Section 2 makes evident 
how ‘happiness’ (which is here used as a general term) remains a poor con-
cept in the economics of  textbooks, in particular with respect to the role 
of  time (2.1); how, by contrast, ‘happiness’ is enriched with the agency di-
mension in Sen’s capability approach (2.2); and how the UNDP’s Reports, 
although following Sen, elaborates only a descriptive concept of  ‘human 
development’ (2.3). Section 3 presents and discusses the hypothesis of  In-
dividual Human Development (IHD) and, consequently, of  happiness-as-a-
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process (3.1), by also providing comforting evidence drawn from the litera-
ture (3.2), and by considering happiness-as-a-goal as the alternative choice 
option (3.3). Section 4 explores the links of  IHD with economic growth, 
and in particular with degrowth. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. An Overview of Happiness and Human Development in Economics

2.1. Happiness and Textbook Economics

‘Happiness’ is almost an extraneous word in textbook economics, since 
‘utility’ is the standard word to approximate the concept, and the fact that 
‘preferences’ can be inferred from the observation of  choices even makes 
subjective measures as unnecessary. Nevertheless, ‘happiness’, or more 
generally subjective well-being, is often taken as a proxy for experienced 
utility, as suggested by the empirical applications in Happiness Economics 
(Stutzer and Frey 2010). Experienced utility closely reflects the utility that 
are expected to be maximised, at least after proper learning, and if  there are 
no perceptual and cognitive biases.

When more monetary and material resources become available to con-
sumers, more utility is expected and then experienced, and more happiness 
is enjoyed. Standard economics thus would predict that income is positive-
ly associated with happiness, both across people and over time.

Consumption in textbook economics is an instantaneous act, and the 
derived happiness can be considered instantaneous as well, not because 
this is realistic, but because time is irrelevant to the analysis. Consumption 
goods need time to be produced and then bought by labour income, so that 
time is a cost that must be exchanged for consumption goods. Leisure time 
is workers’ opportunity cost of  working, so that it can also be conceived as 
a cost for happiness.

If  people want more consumption, and thus more happiness, they nor-
mally should consider some time to obtain it. They should partially abstain 
from consuming, i.e. they save, and/or study during a certain span of  time, 
in order to accumulate physical and/or human capital, and thus to obtain 
more consumption. Time is a cost for happiness also in this case, although 
it is in the form of  cumulated working time and/or cumulated study time.

Therefore, happiness over time is conceived in the textbook econom-
ics as sequence of  moments in which people enjoy consumption, possibly 
after having got the habit of  consuming some specific goods.2 Time is im-

2 Gary Becker introduces the interesting case of  yielding more utility from learning by 
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portant for happiness, but as a cost in order to buy and possibly to learn 
appreciating the necessary goods for happiness. Money and time are thus 
the means, and happiness is the goal. This concept of  happiness is similar to 
hedonism, which is however limited to the immediate pursuit of  pleasure.

The experiment with Nozick experience machine, which has been 
mentioned in the Introduction, helps understand that textbook economics 
is unsatisfactory, because it makes evident that people want to be agent in 
their lives, rather than passive consumers. They want to experience them-
selves as acting, and then experience the consequences of  such actions in 
the social and economic context, even if  such experiences are not at the top 
of  their preferences. They rather prefer to live in such real time.

2.2. Happiness in Sen’s Capability Approach

Sen does not adopt rational choice theory, and he argues that people’s 
well-being should be measured as a collection of  capabilities, besides a col-
lection of  goods (or commodities) (Sen 1985B). “The ‘capability’ of  a per-
son – according to Sen (1993: 31) – reflects the alternative combinations of  
functionings the person can achieve, and from which he or she can choose 
one collection”, where ‘functionings’ refer to “what the person succeeds in 
doing with the commodities” (Sen 1985B: 10). The set of  functionings “can 
be thought to be the person’s being”, which generates person’s ‘happiness’ 
(Sen 1985B: 12).

Sen uses the term ‘happiness’ to mean the subjective ‘pleasurable state 
of  mind’, while he coins the term ‘freedom’ to refer to the set of  capabili-
ties that can be objectively evaluated. Sen regards ‘happiness’ as an unre-
liable and inaccurate measure with respect to ‘freedom’, because ‘happi-
ness’ is subject to the moderating effect of  subjective adaptation to the 
possible deprived conditions which can be objectively evaluated (e.g., Sen 
1984: 309). This criticism, however, is not so important empirically, because 
adaptation has been proved to be partial, especially when deprivations are 
severe, and because the bias can be both negative and positive, if  subjective 
well-being is related to income in large samples (Clark et al. 2016; Teschl 
and Comim 2005). The subjective/objective distinction thus becomes less 
relevant, at least when large samples of  people are considered.

The distinction between ‘happiness’ and ‘freedom’ in Sen’s approach is 
more interesting if  observed from the perspective of  timing. ‘Happiness’ 

consuming. The individual who learns to appreciate music by listening to it, for example, ob-
tains more utility from the same good, until he takes the pleasurable habit of  listening music 
(Becker and Murphy 1988). Time spent to build up the habit can be considered as a cost, al-
though it is not painful.
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describes person’s state of  mind as consequence of  what s/he has been able 
to achieve, while ‘freedom’ describes person’s potential condition of  doing 
and being, and hence what s/he could do and be in the future. Indeed, Sen 
distinguishes between achieved ‘happiness’ f rom the possibility to achieve 
‘happiness’, which is a kind of  freedom, and, similarly, achieved ‘agency’ 
from ‘agency freedom’ (Sen 1993: 35), which refers to “what the person is 
free to do and achieve in pursuit of  whatever goals or values he or she 
regards as important”, thus following his or her “conception of  the good” 
(Sen 1985A: 203). These are agency goals to which the person is commit-
ted, thus possibly countering ‘happiness’ as immediate pleasure, as illus-
trated by the example in the Introduction.

The agency goals depend on person’s identity, which is “how the person 
sees himself  or herself ” (Sen 1985C: 348). But, – according to Sen – the per-
son has many identities, such as “[c]ommunity, nationality, class, race, sex, 
union membership, the fellowship of  oligopolists, revolutionary solidar-
ity, and so on” (Sen 1985C: 348), and some of  them can be subject to per-
son’s choice. More precisely, Sen argues that the person can exercise his/
her agency freedom when s/he chooses his/her goals and identity with 
the help of  “reflection and analysis” and public debates (Sen 1999A: 273), 
especially when not conformed to traditions and social norms (Sen 1999B). 
Therefore, according to Sen, ‘identity’ rather means ‘social identity’.

Sen’s approach is an advance toward the definition of  ‘happiness-as-
a-process’. In fact, person’s enjoyment is not limited to the outcome of  
her behaviours, but it includes the choice of  some social identities and the 
implied agency goals, as well as the realisation of  these goals, by possibly 
consuming goods. This process may thus be seen in two steps, in which the 
person chooses her identity first, given the available biological and social 
constraints, and then chooses the consumption goods, given the available 
economic constraints.

Nevertheless, the approach appears limited because the two-step pro-
cess remains exogenously pushed by societal opportunities and by adequate 
policies, including policies for education, health and economic growth. The 
two steps can thus circumscribed as logical steps, so that time becomes in-
essential. Society, nature, and the economy provide the sets of  constraints, 
and the individual can choose her preferred identity and goods.

At the aggregate level, economic growth relaxes the economic con-
straint, but this may be not sufficient to improve freedom of  the entire 
population, because some people may be impaired in their agency free-
dom. Opportune policies can contribute to relax the constraints, thus en-
abling people to enjoy more capabilities. The dynamics is thus exogenously 
driven, although the positive relationship between economic growth and 
happiness is not warranted (Pugno 2017).
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2.3. The Human Development Reports

Sen’s capability approach provides the conceptual foundation for the 
Human Development Reports issued annually by the United Nations Devel-
opment Programme (UNDP) since 1990. These Reports elaborate a specific 
definition of  ‘human development’ that can thus be quoted: 3

Human development is a process of  enlarging people’s choices. The most 
critical ones are to lead a long and healthy life, to be educated and to enjoy a de-
cent standard of  living. Additional choices include political f reedom, guaranteed 
human rights and self-respect – what Adam Smith called the ability to mix with 
others without being “ashamed to appear in public” […]. Human development 
is, moreover, concerned not only with basic needs satisfaction but also with hu-
man development as a participatory and dynamic process […]. The expansion of  
output and wealth is only a means. The end of  development must be human well-
being (UNDP 1990: 10).

This definition provides the basis for the Reports to build up the Hu-
man Development Index. This aggregates, by using the geometric mean, 
GNI per capita (in PPP$), years of  life expectancy at birth, means years of  
schooling, and expected years of  schooling (UNDP 2018).

The concept of  ‘human development’ that emerges from the Reports is 
both interesting and limited.4 The interesting aspects are that output and 
wealth are seen just as a means, that human development is defined as 
a dynamic process enlarging people’s choices with well-being as the end, 
and that the social dimension is captured by participation to the develop-
ment as collective process. However, these aspects are simply described, 
because the focus of  the Reports is to evaluate states of  affairs with respect 
to people’s lives, and to advocate policies that advance capabilities and hu-
man development. The Reports, in fact, eventually construct a simple and 
synthetic measure to compare countries and to observe changes over time.

The focus of  the Reports is not on the internal mechanics of  human 
development, and on how it interacts with the external conditions. For ex-
ample, the claim that wealth is only a means for human development dis-
appears in the construction of  the Human Development Index. The condi-
tions under which wealth is an effective means are not specified. Indeed, 
people may prefer wealth as end because they are unable to appreciate 
human development, not only in terms of  education, which benefits are 

3 The definitions of  ‘human development’ vary rather little through the Reports (Alkire 
2010).

4 These considerations also apply to the extended versions of  the same approach (see, 
e.g., Ranis et al. 2004).
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in fact usually underestimated, but also in terms of  health, which in fact 
requires a self-controlled life-style. The expansion of  people’s choices may 
thus be hindered by people’s preceding choices themselves, rather than by 
external constraints or inadequate policies.

The limits of  the analysis of  the Reports also emerge from how the 
social dimension and well-being are described. The former is limited to the 
participation to social life as signal of  belonging to the community and to 
contributing to social decisions, like voting. But the social dimension also 
includes interpersonal relationships, which are crucial to trigger and enrich 
human development at the individual level. Well-being is described as an 
outcome in the Reports, while it may play an important role within human 
development itself.

3. Toward a Model of Individual Human Development and Happiness

3.1. The Theoretical Background

If  we want to study human development as a process that is not simply 
determined by external conditions, but also depends on people’s choices 
about their lifestyle, f riendships, studies, work, family life, etc., a multidis-
ciplinary approach is needed. In this section we propose a hypothesis of  
human development that takes up some theoretical insights coming from 
different disciplines, like philosophy and psychology, besides economics. 
A brief  outline of  these insights can be useful as introduction.

The most ancient insight is Aristotle’s conception of  eudaimonia. This 
refers to the way of  life in which the person realises his potential by func-
tioning well (Aristotle 2000; Keyes and Annas 2009). The main interesting 
property of  eudaimonia is that happiness emerges as a consequence of  per-
son’s search to improve himself  and the social context close to him. Mate-
rial resources are necessary, but opulence is not, and this latter should be 
not pursued in itself. Indeed, the person can rationally choose eudaimonic 
behaviours rather than the pursuit of  richness, because – according to Ar-
istotle – rationality is the distinctive characteristic of  human beings. Our 
hypothesis of  human development can be read as a revised and amended 
version of  this conception of  eudaimonia (Pugno 2019).

The Capability Approach provides other insights in line with Aristot-
le’s thought (Sen 1993; Nussbaum 2011). Sen’s version of  this approach has 
been already discussed above. Martha Nussbaum’s version goes deeper in 
distinguishing different types of  capabilities. In particular, “internal capabil-
ites […] are trained or developed traits and abilities,” which are distinct from 
the innate traits and abilities because they interact with “the political, social, 
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and economic environment” (Nussbaum 2011, p. 21). This interaction is so 
tight that she talks about “combinate capabilities,” which are not innumer-
able, but can be listed in the minimum of  ten, according to what can be 
considered essential for human dignity and social justice. Our hypothesis of  
human development will better detail this interaction (Pugno 2017).

Other interesting insights come from Positive Psychology, which rec-
ognises that absence of  mental problems does not necessarily imply happi-
ness. One of  the founders of  this branch of  psychology, i.e. Mihalyi Csik-
szentmihalyi, argued that happiness is a flow that the person lives when he 
is engaged in activities that are adequate to his skills, neither too complex, 
nor too simple (Csikszentmihalyi 1990). This intermediate position was 
also theorised by Tibor Scitovsky, who was one of  the first economists that 
heavily drew evidence from psychology in order to make economics more 
realistic (Scitovsky 1976; Pugno 2016).

A popular insight in economics has been proposed by Akerlof  and 
Kranton with their book on identity (Akerlof  and Kranton 2010). They ad-
here to rational choice theory, but they introduce ‘identity’ (or self-image) 
in the agent’s utility function. This extension is interesting because it over-
comes the standard representation of  happiness as a pleasant experience 
of  consuming goods because enjoyment also comes from the pursuit of  
‘identity’, although this may require effort and sacrifice of  some material 
opportunity. Akerlof  and Kranton’s proposal reveals that standard econom-
ics is flexible enough to consider a psychic reward from the image one has 
of  oneself. However, ‘identity’ refers in this case to social categories, i.e. to 
‘social identity’, which remains exogenous to the person. In other words, 
the limitation is that “identity as self-image in the Akerlof-Kranton model 
is not reflexive” (Davis 2007: 352).5

3.2. The Individual Human Development

A model of  human development in which the individual is the agent, 
i.e. s/he prefers to pursue her/his agency rather than only living pleasur-
able experiences, should consider that the individual is able to appreciate 
the benefits of  agentic behaviours, as suggested by Nozick’s experiment 
and Sen’s example mentioned in the Introduction. In other words, since 
people can appreciate to see themselves as active, the model should con-
sider that they can be, at the same time, reflexive and effective in changing 
their relationship with the context.

5 For the distinction between personal and social identity see Vignoles (2017), who stresses 
the importance of  the process that constructs them.
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Such reflexivity and effectiveness are indeed distinctive characteristics 
of  human species, and are also primarily mental characteristics. Let us then 
conceive Individual Human Development (IHD) as the process in which the 
person enjoys the effective exercise of  her skills so as (i) to learn about the relation-
ship between her skills and the socio-economic context, thus reinforcing her skills, 
and (ii) to possibly provide new useful knowledge for others. If  the process of  
human development is thus conceived, material conditions, as captured by 
GDP per capita, health, and education can play a functional role.

In order to take into consideration all these aspects in details, a full-
fledged model would be required. The present paper contributes to the 
core of  such model by providing an analytical formulation of  the hypoth-
esis of  IHD and happiness-as-a-process.6

Let us first assume that the person is endowed with a set of  ‘skills’, 
where this term is extensive since it includes cognitive, social and emotion-
al skills.7 They can be substituted one with other to some limited (and vari-
able) extent over person’s life-cycle. These are called ‘skills’, and not simply 
human characteristics, because they can be learned, and produce personally 
and socially valuable outcomes, in terms of  school and work performance, 
criminal and risky behaviours. These skills influence personality traits and 
preferences, and shape personal identity (together with traits and prefer-
ences), i.e. how the person sees herself  on the basis of  her personal past, 
and, respectively, of  community’s reports. The external conditions and the 
intentional use of  resources can change these skills over person’s life cycle 
(Heckman 2008; Almlund et al. 2011). Although this set of  skills is a private 
stock, the person does not completely know it, because these skills cannot 
simply be codified, and because some skills can be revealed through actual 
experience and challenge.

Let us then assume that the person, in order to relate with the social 
and economic context, chooses to perform some activities, such as study-
ing math, working in a sales office, playing piano, dining with friends. Each 
activity is characterised by a scale of  complexity, going from elementary 
steps to a maximum, where ‘complexity’ means difficulty in understand-
ing, reporting, and using the matter, so that the activity requires labori-
ous tasks to be effectively performed. The complexity scale is defined on 
the basis of  cumulated social experience, rules and social conventions.8 

6 Partial but detailed and formal versions of  the model are provided in Pugno (2008, 2013, 
2016, 2017).

7 The socio-emotional skills mentioned by Heckman (2008) are sociability, motivation, 
perseverance, attention, self-confidence, and locus of  control.

8 A proxy for complexity could be the inverse of  the frequency with which the activity is 
successfully achieved in society.
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For example, the topics in mathematics are usually organised according 
to a rising scale of  complexity through the different school grades. Even 
interpersonal relationships exhibit a scale of  complexity, from fluency in 
friendship to the problems of  communication between strangers. These 
complexity scales can thus be regarded as exogenous for the single persons, 
though endogenous to the communities. Nevertheless, complexity cannot 
be precisely specified and known, because communities, their perceptions 
and evaluations differ, even through time.

Normally, the greater the complexity of  an activity, the higher is the 
level of  skills required to effectively perform that activity. This relationship 
can be represented by a positively-sloped line in a diagram, where an index 
for the set of  skills required is measured on the x-axis, and the complexity 
of  the activity is measured on the y-axis (see Figure 1).9 As the person is 
endowed since birth by some minimal skills, this set can be read on the x-
axis as the initial skills level. For this level, the person will be fully satisfied 
if  s/he picks up the complexity degree corresponding to the positive line, 
which can thus be called as the ‘optimum line’. If  s/he picks up a higher 
or a lower complexity degree, s/he will be dissatisfied. The larger the gap 
between the optimum line and the complexity degree picked up by the 
person, the more intense the dissatisfaction. Note that the height and slope 
of  the optimum line depends on the specific talent and aptitude owned by 
the person for that activity. In fact, the same set of  skills, which are rather 
general in our definition, can be more or less effective to perform the activ-
ity depending on person’s innate talent and aptitude.

However, the person does not exactly know which is the optimum com-
plexity degree for his/her skills until s/he has experienced it. Therefore, 
s/he will seek to approach the optimum line on the basis of  his/her dis-
satisfying experience, his/her intuition and information from others. This 
dynamics is represented in the diagram by a vertical trajectory on the initial 
skills going from some complexity degree towards the optimum line. The 
person may quit this attempt altogether if  the gap is too large, or if  other 
activities become more satisfying. Seeking to approach the optimum line, 
and searching for other activities require time, and can be facilitated by 
social and economic resources.

In performing the activities, and seeking both the most satisfying ones 
and the best complexity degrees of  them, the person experiences his/her 
agency, with the consequence of  improving his/her skills. This fact is cap-
tured in the diagram by a deviation of  the trajectory to the right. It is evi-

9 This diagram is inspired by Csikszentmihalyi (1990). For the mathematical properties 
of  this diagram see Pugno (2016).
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dent from the positive slope of  the optimum line that the person becomes 
ready to successfully deal with a greater complexity degree. Therefore, 
his/her search is renovated, and it will continue, as shown by the trajectory 
pointing to the right and towards the optimum line. Note that in the case 
of  a prolonged trajectory but running along a high and steep optimum 
line, the person reveals great talent for that activity, but moderate IHD 
from it, at least directly.

The process of  IHD can thus be conceived as individual’s ‘home 
production’,10 which employs as inputs the flows of  person’s and others’ 
time and goods, as well as the stocks of  person’s initial skills and of  com-
munity’s knowledge. The person can obviously utilise the available inputs 
only partially, but all inputs are essential up to some minimum amount, 
above which they can be imperfectly substituted one with the other. The 
process of  IHD produces as outputs the increase of  person’s human skills, 
his/her satisfaction (or ‘happiness’), and, possibly, new knowledge and 
things that are useful for others. The first two outputs make the process en-
dogenous, because the person appreciates what enables him/her to increase 
such appreciation. In fact, s/he is not only satisfied when the optimum 
line is approached, which is ‘happiness’ for goal achievement, but s/he also 
enjoys to challenge his/her skills, which is ‘happiness’ f rom pursuing the 

10 The idea of  ‘home production’ has been popularised by Becker (1965).

Figure 1. The dynamics of  the complexity/skills matching, and of  skills.
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goal. Note that this latter source of  happiness turns the time used in IHD 
from a cost to a benefit. Finally, the possible output of  new knowledge 
and things, up to very discoveries and inventions, is a positive externality 
that others receive. This output, together with the inputs of  others’ ideas 
and knowledge, besides material concerns, makes the person and his/her 
community dynamically interacting, so that also the development of  the 
community becomes endogenous.

The process of  IHD is not at all smooth, and it can hardly approach an 
equilibrium path, because the external inputs are subject to various shocks. 
In fact, better material conditions and economic growth provide new op-
portunities and challenges that can strengthen this process, especially when 
the subsistence level is being overcome. Unemployment and economic cri-
ses are clearly negative shocks, instead. Similarly, meeting interesting per-
sons and bereavements in the family are examples of  opposite shocks.

The three measures that compose UNDP’s Human Development Index 
can thus be functionally related to IHD. Growth of  GDP per capita favours 
but not guarantees IHD. Better life expectancy permits a prolonged IHD 
but is not a component of  it. Education takes part of  IHD, but it should be 
nevertheless complemented by informal early education and by the forma-
tion of  socio-emotional skills in general.

The process of  IHD also helps understand the issues raised by Nozick’s 
and Sen’s cases. People do not necessarily pursue pleasurable experiences 
only, but they can appreciate undertaking agentic behaviours. They may 
be dissatisfied of  how their personal identity relates with the world, so that 
they search for more adequate external conditions. This challenges their 
skills, and changes their personal identity. Therefore, people can be both 
subjects and objects of  themselves (besides objects of  the surrounding cir-
cumstances in their life), i.e. they are reflexive and effective in their choices. 
Nothing excludes that pleasurable activities are undertaken, but in func-
tional way for this long-life search, rather than pursued as final goals.

3.3. Some Evidence from the Literature

The formation of  people’ skills f rom infancy to adulthood has been ex-
tensively investigated by James Heckman and others. Some relevant results 
of  their work have already been mentioned above, but the further result 
that skills are self-productive, as it emerges from their estimates, is consis-
tent with our result that IHD is endogenous.11

11 Heckman (and his colleagues) estimates a reduced-form equations for children in 
which their time and effort are not made explicit, while the complete theoretical model for 
adults provides more structure (Cunha et al. 2008; Almlund et al. 2011).
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The source of  ‘happiness’ due to pursuing interesting search, besides 
the usual source due to having achieved goals, characterises what psycholo-
gists call ‘intrinsic motivations’ (Deci and Ryan 2000). The importance of  
the former source of  happiness and of  intrinsic motivations has been rec-
ognised by both psychologists (Klug and Maier 2015; Kaftan and Freund 
2018) and economists (Scitovsky 1986; Frey 1997). Intrinsic motivations 
appear as especially effective when the tasks are complex and creative 
(Camerer and Hogarth 1999; Amabile and Pillemer 2012).

The fact that people with high IHD lead happier lives is comforted by 
a number of  evidence in neuroscience. For example, people who attach 
special importance to personal growth, together with purpose in life and 
psychological autonomy, which are considered proxies for IHD, also exhibit 
better health indicators like cardiovascular, neuroendocrine, and immune 
biomarkers (Ryff and Singer 2008). Happiness can thus have a solid ground 
on health.

The positive two-ways externalities between the development of  single 
persons and the common stock of  ideas and knowledge have been effec-
tively studied by Michael Tomasello. In fact, by comparing the behaviour 
of  children with that of  chimpanzees, he clearly finds that social learning 
as a cumulative process is a typical human phenomenon (Tomasello 2009).

3.4. Happiness-as-a-goal and Happiness-as-a-process

People do not employ all of  their resources in the process of  their In-
dividual Human Development, however. Happiness-as-a-process is not the 
only one that they enjoy. In fact, people can employ resources in order to 
pursue happiness-as-a-goal, or more precisely, they can exchange resources 
with the final purpose to buy happiness as a pleasurable experience. The 
time and budget constraints cannot be avoided. A question thus arises: 
which of  the two pathways to happiness is more effective? 12

The answer is not easy both theoretically and empirically, especially be-
cause of  the long-standing problem of  interpersonal comparability of  hap-
piness. However, some considerations can be drawn by taking a dynamic 
perspective, as the process of  IHD suggests.

There are two key-differences between the two pathways to happiness. 
First, the increase of  happiness-as-a-goal depends on the greater availability 
of  external resources only, e.g. working time, wealth, consumption goods. 
The increase of  happiness-as-a-process also depends on the self-generation 
of  internal resources, i.e. more skills. Consequently, happiness-as-a-goal is 

12 Nozick advanced the uncomfortable suggestion that: “Plugging into the machine is a 
kind of  suicide” (Nozick 1974: 43-45).
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more vulnerable to negative shocks on the available (external) resources, 
because happiness-as-a-process can rely on internal resources as a buffer, 
and it can less heavily rely on material resources because these may be un-
necessary above the subsistence level. Happiness-as-a-goal is thus expected 
to display an unfavourable dynamics with respect to happiness-as-a-process 
over people’s life-cycle.13 However, if  the initial conditions, as typically rep-
resented by the family background and socio-economic status, are especial-
ly deprived, the process of  IHD can be compromised, and the advantage of  
happiness-as-a-process could not materialise.

The second difference between the two pathways regards uncertainty. 
Not only has the process of  IHD made happiness-as-a-process more uncer-
tain, because this can rely less on past experience and information from 
others than happiness-as-a-goal. But the modern rise of  pressure coming 
from producers makes more effective the promise of  immediate satisfac-
tion from consuming, and thus more appealing happiness-as-a-goal. One 
would thus expect that happiness-as-a-goal will prevail in modern societies 
(Pugno 2016).

The two pathways may be complementary in principle. But the endog-
enous dynamics of  IHD, and habituation in pursuing happiness-as-a-goal 
point towards substitutability.

Therefore, people’s life can be described not only through the flow of  
events that happen to them, but also through their choices between the 
two pathways, i.e. between the goal of  experiencing pleasure, and the goal 
of  matching their growing skills with the context. In such latter case their 
personal identity can evolve in relationship with others, thus possibly going 
through different social identities (Davis 2005). By contrast, stable social 
identities are due to people’s conformism, which means little individual 
search to develop personal talent and aptitude.

4. Could De-growth Encourage Human Development and Happiness?

Individual Human Development for an enjoyable life needs time and 
effort, but also a favourable social and economic context, i.e. a caring 
and stimulating family background and education, safe and cooperative 

13 A consistent empirical result is obtained by regressing ‘life satisfaction’, as the com-
mon index of  ‘happiness’, on intrinsic and extrinsic motivations on the job, with the usual 
controls, and by distinguishing the two worldwide samples of  individuals according to the two 
motivations. People with intrinsic motivations thus exhibit an almost monotonic growth of  
life satisfaction over their age, while extrinsic people exhibit the standard inverted-U pattern 
(Salinas-Jiménez et al. 2010: table 3).
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neighbours, qualified schools, satisfactory public services, and an inter-
esting and secure job. In few words, IHD needs the conditions for people 
to think about their future and to plan their life goals. For these con-
ditions, a minimum level of  income is necessary, but growth of  income 
above this minimum level is not strictly necessary, because IHD is essen-
tially a personal mental phenomenon that rather requires social richness 
and progress.14

But what are the effects on IHD and the ensuing happiness due to de-
growth of  income?

This question is not an academic one because economic growth con-
sumes natural resources, and the dramatic point in which consumption ex-
ceeds self-reproduction of  these resources is achieving in our days. There-
fore, degrowth could bring the economy towards a path of  environmental 
sustainability. This is the argument of  some ecologists, who are worried 
about the deterioration of  the natural environment and the consequent 
heavy heritage for the future generations. They thus advocate opportune 
policies for economic degrowth, or at least for no-growth.

Some ecologists push the argument even further, maybe because these 
policies likely encounter the opposition of  producers. Effective ecological 
policies  – thus runs the extended argument  – should encourage ecologi-
cal behaviours in consumers with the consequence of  properly re-directing 
their demand for market products, and in so doing people can re-discover 
a more human dimension. In particular, people would re-discover the rich-
ness of  social life, because longer leisure hours would offer more social op-
portunities, the shift to local and domestic production would make social 
interaction closer, ecological behaviours would be a good opportunity for 
the formation of  social groups (Cosme et al. 2017; Jackson 2005; Latouche 
2009).

This argument, however, suffers from significant flaws. First, it should 
be reminded that ecological policies aim to be effective by making people 
afraid of  the environmental deterioration due to economic growth, and 
by imposing penalties for anti-environmental behaviours. But the environ-
ment is a public good, and rationality prescribes to minimise the private 
contribution to reduce the deterioration of  the environment. This fact 
makes the ecological policies inefficient. Second, it is unlikely that people 
give up some secure comfort from consuming in exchange for an uncertain 
benefit from the opportunity of  more social life. Free time and social in-

14 For example, in the case of  children, Heckman and colleagues thus conclude a report 
for the OECD: “quality parenting – stimulation, attachment, encouragement, and support – is 
the true measure of  child advantage, and not the traditional measures of  poverty commonly 
used in policy discussions” (Kautz et al. 2014: 12).
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teraction are already abundant, as the intense use of  social media recently 
reveals, while the real problem is the purpose with which to use free time 
and relationships. Third, people disproportionally suffer the reduction of  
growth and degrowth because of  habituation to growing standards of  liv-
ing, because of  savouring future possibilities, and because of  ‘loss aversion’ 
(Loewenstein and Sicherman 1991; Kahneman and Tversky 1979). Last but 
not least, the policies against poverty, inequality, and unemployment be-
come more difficult with no-growth or degrowth.

Therefore, the effects on IHD and on the ensuing happiness due to de-
growth of  income are likely to be negative. In particular, the perspective 
of  a reduced standard of  living threatens the conditions for people to think 
about their future and to plan their life goals.

The link of  IHD with degrowth, or, better, with the ecological reasons 
behind it, becomes more convincing if  the causality is reversed. Policies for 
IHD can be effective in encouraging people to undertake ecological behaviours, thus 
reducing consumption of  natural resources. In fact, IHD is a process of  improv-
ing the matching between person’s skills (and hence personal identity) and 
the socio-economic context, by thus drawing from and contributing to the 
context. This process facilitates the internalisation of  the external effects of  
consumption behaviour on the environment. Policies for IHD can thus also 
improve the effectiveness of  the ecological policies.

Recent empirical studies on this matter find consistent results with our 
conclusions. A study on the UK finds that people draw enjoyment from the 
ecological aspect of  their personal identity (or more precisely from their 
assessment of  how ecological is their behaviour), rather than from their 
actual ecological behaviour (Binder and Blankenberg 2017). A study on a 
pool of  35 European countries confirms that people draw enjoyment from 
their ecological personal identity, and it further finds that sharing such 
self-assessment with others adds enjoyment (Welsch and Kuehling 2017). 
A study on representative samples of  the US and Canada finds that per-
ceived ecological threat predicts ecological behaviour, but it also predicts 
such a reduction in life satisfaction from this behaviour that the positive 
effect of  ecological behaviour on life satisfaction is neutralised (Schmitt 
et al. 2018). A survey on the determinants of  ecological behaviours con-
cludes that education is a more important determinant than income and 
employment status, and that both sharing ecological identity with others 
and assessing themselves as able to control life events predict more ecologi-
cal behaviours, while old habits impacts in opposite direction (Blankenberg 
and Alhusen 2018). Finally, a study using the ‘public good game’ finds that 
advising players to contribute to ecological behaviour is effective but only 
temporarily (Festré et al. 2017).
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5. Conclusions

Human development might appear going together with people’s rise 
of  happiness and with economic growth. But before exploring these links, 
‘human development’ should be distinctly defined. Unfortunately, eco-
nomics seems ill-equipped for such exploration, because this requires some 
analysis of  human development within the individuals.

This paper thus proposes the hypothesis of  Individual Human Devel-
opment (IHD) as the process in which the person exercises her cognitive, 
social, and emotional skills, with the purpose to search for the activities 
and challenges that give the best opportunities to develop her talents and 
aptitudes. IHD thus emerges as an endogenous process, which makes peo-
ple’s life worth living, and which can draw much benefit from economic 
growth, although this is not an essential input for IHD when the subsis-
tence level is overcome.

The paper further distinguishes a second pathway to happiness that 
can bypass IHD by directly pursuing happiness-as-a-goal. In this latter case, 
resources must be spent in exchange, so that economic growth is always a 
necessary input for such happiness-as-a-goal. Therefore, negative econom-
ic shocks will hurt more happiness-as-a-goal that happiness-as-a-process, 
because IHD endogenously provides resources to the person.

The paper concludes by observing that degrowth, as advocated by 
some ecologists, unlikely favours human development, as they seem to 
claim, while degrowth likely damages people’s happiness. Rather, policies 
for IHD are advisable, not only to make happiness less vulnerable to ex-
ternal shocks, like the economic recessions, but also to spread ecological 
behaviours in society as an internalised aspect of  IHD.
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